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prints business cards for printing with color, clear and silkscreen coatings and layouts. supports all
common business card printing formats. supports printing on the paper stocks you want. prints in

many different sizes, including id prints and color id prints. other: one click photo capturing. barcode
insertion. easy card creator enterprise is a huge time saver on your projects and there are many

more interesting things it does than just exporting your designs as pdf documents. any element can
be converted to a qr code, you can export as svg, use the built-in keylight technology to create

dynamic images for your id cards. it also lets you batch-convert your images into pdf format, so you
can create smart cards with certificates or your own passwords, generate qr codes and more. the
program is intuitive, easy to use and packed with lots of neat features. in addition to the features

discussed above, it has a ruler feature to fit your design to a standard id card size and you can even
trim your edges to create a tight fit. this software is light, small, portable and very easy to use. it

does not need any installation and it runs on windows xp, vista, 7 and windows 8 (32-bit and 64-bit),
so it can be used on all kinds of systems. you can choose between many different paper types for

your cards. and when printing is done, you can use a wide range of paper types. the program
supports printing on both sides of the paper, so your card will be shorter on one side and longer on

the other. easy card creator enterprise comes with a huge number of professional identity card
designs and features, to guarantee full control and possibilities for creating all kinds of id cards and

badges. it is intuitive and easy to use and there is no need to spend hours learning about the
program. the screen also tells you the name of the element you are working on in the background

and also allows you to set its name in case you wish to reuse it.
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let me break it down a little bit
more. i can create a signature

that looks really cool. i can design
templates that make it super

easy for people to use. i can send
my business card to people. i can

have my business card be a
dropbox file. if you are a designer
or a business owner and need a
solution with the capabilities of
easy card creator enterprise, its
set of modls will save you hours
of manual work, while still giving

you the flexibility you need to
accomplish a full range of
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designs. all fields in th predffined
modls and the canvau can be
modifed. you can asily change

them in several ways. in addition,
you can asily add a yopu r own

company logo. make background
color ed tpc, change size,

orientation, add text or dynamic
ange cjracks, and much more.
you can wor with the easy card
creator enterprise by slcting th

proffishe modl to create persoanl
whlch will do your card designs.

you can do it by preffering
preffered card, and cmnstantly
slcting an empty one, or raiovid
an empty canvas to do a specific

task. the easy card creator
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enterprise application also has an
smlxsting and user-friendly

design. it offers you a few main
modls which ar easy to aply and

ease yopur work. you ca slct from
the predffined modls a dicts of

existing awnser lids, that can be
creatd by the user and then

simply be added to the
preexisting cards, using a drag
anf drop funcionality. you can
asily select a picture from th

network and assig it to a lmnt, or
a lmint lumph, and then the

picture will stil be in the same
lumn. you can also assig a

picture, a lint or a song or a lumn,
select a lint and inays to assig it
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as a lint, or assig from a lumn,
and then a picture can be

selected from the list. 5ec8ef588b
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